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PATENT PENDING

The smallest, most efficient
pallet wrapper you’ll
ever use.

Save Money!

Multiple rolls make it easy to wrap any
pallet size or shape

Machine cost: The Wrap-N-Go is about
1/4 the price of a good quality turntable
wrapper.

Smooth electric lift of rolls allows for a
wrap height of 84”

Consumables cost: The Wrap-N-Go uses
standard 20” machine wrap rolls, which
are 1/8th the cost of the larger, less
efficient rolls required for most portable
wrappers.

High-gloss yellow powder coat is
durable and makes it simple to see the
Wrap-N-Go in a crowded area.
Easy one-handed operation

Save Time!
The Wrap-N-Go can wrap a full pallet in
as little as 30 seconds!
Most turntable wrappers take several minutes
at best.

Bring the Wrap-N-Go to the pallet
and wrap once-where the product is
palletized!
Turntable solutions require you to transport
the pallet to the machine, requiring you to
secure the load with stretch wrap or tape
before you wrap the pallet!

Save Space!
The Wrap-N-Go takes up less than 1/4
pallet space to store. You can wrap a
pallet in a space as tight as a 7-foot
wide aisle.
An average turntable wrapper takes up 3
pallet spaces and needs several more clear
around it.

Portable & Versatile
4 Wraps any odd-shaped pallet with ease!
4 Use 1, 2 or 3 rolls, depending on pallet height!
4 Recharge battery at any standard outlet!
4 Assembles in minutes with simple hand tools!
4 Weighs less than 225 lbs. (fully loaded)
with a footprint of only 2’ x 3’!

Botttom roll is lower than most skids
so product is secured to pallet
Powerful sealed AGM battery can wrap
more than 100 pallets on a single charge
Smooth rolling premium casters roll
over cracks and small debris
Front swivel casters make it easy to
turn in tight spaces

